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IBSTRACT
This study contains two investigations conducted as

part of a larger research project. "Job Ttaining in the School
Sector." The overall goals of the investigations Include the
following: (a) to analyze the jobs of school principals in the
'compulsory schools tutors in teacher training, and teachers in Labor
Market, Training (LMT); (b) to systemize the data and obtain job
descriptions on which training could,be based;:and (c) try out
self-observation as a method of collecting data for job adalysis. In
the,girst investigation, 63 school-princiOals and 45 tutors utilized

constructed diary sheets to observe and register their own
behaviors. In order to analyze the data,; it was first reduced to
units, and the units were then sorted into newly constructed
categorization patterns. Task assessment was then measured by means
of frequency and time consumption analyses. The second investigation
attempted to map the problems facing teachers engaged in labor market
training (LMT),'a type ,of vocational adut. education. The purpose of
this investigation was to develop a kind problem inventory which f
could forma base for the training of future LMT teachers. and further
training for those already in service.. Data was gathered from 16'LMT
teachers using a self-observation diary. After completioh of tle
diary, each participant received-a follow-up interview. The,diary
investigation produced reports on 456 difficult tasks and the
follow-up interviews elicited .141 more. (JS)
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Introduction

This summary is based mi. two reports:

Fredriksson, L. Sialvobservation som datainsamlingsmetod yid befattnings-
analis av skolledare och handledare. /Self-observation as a method of cpl-
lectlig data for job analysis of school principals and tutors./ Pedagogisk-psyleo-
logiska problem (Malmo: School of Education), NO. 163, 1972.

Fredriksson, L. Analys av lararbefaitningar inom arbetsmarknadsutbildningen
som grundval for utbildning:' Sjilvobservation och enkat. /Analysis of
teaching jobs in labor market training as a basis for training: Self-observa-
non and questionnaires./ Pedagosisk-psykologulea problem (Malmo: Scho,o1 of
Education) No. 230, 1974. p-

Both -the investigations 'reported are parts of a larger research project, ",Job
training in the school sector" (Project B). The jobs that are taken up, in the pre-
sent report are school principals in the, compulsory school add tutors in teacher
training (Part 1) and teachers in labor market training (Part II). One goal of the
investigations has been to analyse the jobs named above and systematize the
data, thus obtaining job descriptions on which training for the jobs in question
could be based. Another goal has been to try out self-observation (diary) as a
method of collecting data for job analysis. Different variations of the self-
observation method have been applied in Parts I and H.

8
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Part. I; School principals and tutors

1., Problemi

1.1 Background and aims

This study is part of a larger research project, "Befattningsanalyser som
grundval for utbildning och forthildning inom skolsektorn: skolledare,
todiklektorer och handledare" (Job analyses as a basis for training and further
education in the school sector:: school principals, lecturers in methodology
and tutors) (Project B). This project, which is financed by the National Board
of Education, has been underway for the past few years at the Malmo School
of .Education's Department of Educational and Psychological Research.
Up to now no systematic training has been arranged in Sweden for people
holding the appointments dealt with by the project, with the exception of sum-
mer courses and evening courses of short duration, The purpose of this part-
study is to test self-observation as a method for the collection of data on two
of the jobs studied within Project B: school principal and tutor. The study also
seeks to give a overall picture of the 'two jobs, based on the data collected by
means ofstelf-observation techniques.

1.2. The project "vob analyses" [Project B1

In order to place the self-observation study in a wider context, it is necessary
to outline some of the main features of Project B. A clear description of how
Project B has been planned is given by Gestrelius (1970, p. 26). The work can
be seen to fall into a succession of steps (Box 1).

Box 1 Steps in the work of Project B.

1. Carrying out lob analysts
2. Working out lob descriptions based on the lob analysis

Determination of training goals after evaluation of the situations in the lob description
4 Transformation of training goals into training content.
5. Carrying out experimental training, which after revision produces the terminal product,

ph training.

Points 1 --3 form a' first phase, 4 -5 a second phase. Of the steps mentioned in
Box 1, the self-observations-concern point I and to some, extent points 2 and 3,
while points 4 and 6 are not involved at all.

9



1.3. Discussion of mghods

1.3.1. Srlfobservation

As implied by the name, self-observation means that the job-holder observes
and registers his own behavior. The method is applicable for analysis of jobs
that largely involve tasks and duties_of_an intellectual nature, with a conse-
quent low leVel of observability. If the registration is carried out immediately
on, for example, specially constructed diary sheets, the risk of forgetfulness that
exists in interviews and questionnaires is eliminated, while on the other hand
the risk of post-rationalization increases. One also avoids the discomfort that
the respondent can feel when an observer is present. Apart from written regis-
tration, other methods are possible, such as tape-recording. Self-registration
also eliminates the feeling of discomfort that the job holder can sometimes ex-
perience in registration during interviews by means of notes or tape-recording.
The method has some of the disadvantages of the questionnaire method. There
is a risk of a large non-response, unless the respondents can be given a sufficient-
ly strong motive for participating.'

1.3.2. The time aspect: the duration of the work situations, the length of the
observation periods and seasonalgvariation

Self-observation involves a lot of work for those participating. For this
reason, considerable emphasis must be placed on the limitation of the period
during which registration is to occur. One possible hypothesis is that a
short period gives as much and more precise information as a longer
period, because of the effects of fatigue. Experiments that have been carried
out with registration periods ranging from one to four weeks (Carlson,
1964) have shown that even after one week the information has become less
correct., One advantage with (self) observation methods is that it is possible
to check seasonal variations that can occur in the jobs analysed in Pro--
ject 13. It is,,conceivable that the job of school principal varies both in time-
consumption and the content of the tasks and duties. The jobs of tutors and lee-,
tuners in methodology can vary depending on the amount of work needed for 1
different types of personality among the student teachers. Consequently, obser-
vations should be made on several different occasions for the same job-holder.
Wirdenius (1961) warns against self-observation, because of the great amount
of work needed in the coding stage., In this context the number of subjects
participating in the experiment and the length of the periods of registration
should be taken into consideration, since the amount of data collected is a pro-
duct of the number of subjects and the-number of days during which registra-
tion takes place. The time aspect in self-observation can be discussed from sev-
eral angles. The actual registration paper (the diary sheet) presents an oppor-
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tunity for obtaining information on the frequency and duration of the tasks.
The period of time during which observation takes place can be of varying
length and furthermore the periods of observation can be set at different

'times in the year in order to capture seasonal variations (Evans, 1964) in the job.
A point to note is thatscsearchers who have been engaged in job analysis say

that usually about two-thirds olthe working time of people in top positions is
taken up by personal contacts. Problems of communication and the structure
of organisation, which are of central importance for school principals, have
been `dealt with by I .ikert (1966) among others, and he makes some interesting
comparisons between how the contact patterns of highly' productive and less
productive managers differ. The highly productive ones, for example, more
often use group methodology in communicating with subordinates and more
often explain the goals of the production. Such questions are brought to the
fore by the collected data, even though the objectiye of the study is training
needs.s.

1.3.3. Self-observation methods for different lob-holders

When choosing between direct observation and self-obser ation, Project B has
decided to try self-observation. Among the factors influ ncing this decision
were staffing and financial resources, and the intellectu nature of the lobs
concerned. The method appears to be suitable to varying degrees for the jobs
with which the project is working. School principals, w o have their own of-
fices, probably find it easier to follow the instructions about imnittliate registra-
tion than tutors, who often lack a room of their own. Frequent comparisons are
made in the work presented here betwee,n the two jobs in the school sector that
are analysed in the observation study, and business executives (school prin-
cipals) and supervisors (tutors). The function of the last-named job-holders as
supervisors is stressed in the Tutors' Handbook (1967, p. 13). One advantage in
the analysis of school appdintments compared to business appointments

ilppears to be that the former have a fairly uniform structure, thus avoiding the
problem of heterogeneity within the same-liib at different schools (firms)..
Two questions should be kept constantly in mind when planning self-observa-
tion studies:, 1) Is the question (the investigation) worth answering? 2) Is the
work of registration too onerous? The first question is connected with the prob-
lem of motivation that was -di§cussed earlier. The second question shotli be
considered above all when the registration form is being constructed, The main
aim must always be to design a form (diary sieet) that does not cause the respon-
dent undue difficulties, but that nevertheless provides sufficient information for
the purpose of the investigation. When going through the literature on some
Swedish and foreign studies, which have made use of self-observation methods,
one notices two points in particular that are of importance from the point of

11



view of method. The number of respondents K-Pnall, 10 27, and the periods
of registration short', 4 weeks usually eek. It is obvious that the pre-
viously-mentioned warning_givr_nby- iirdenius (1961) about the extensive
coding work involved is justified. The data that are collected in the explora-
tory phase necessitate systematization in the form of some kind of classifica,
tion (categorization). We shall return to the question of who is to do this work
and how it is to be done in a later discussion of the construction and checking
of a categorization schedule for information material collected by means of
self-observational methods.

1.4. A few queries

The main method used by Project B for the collection of data has been the in-
terview. As an alternative method, the project decided to try self-observation.
Two important questions can be formulated in the context of the previous dis-
cussion: 1) What influence do different degrees of control hay in the collection of
data by means of self:observation? 2) What influence dote length and relative

order of the observation periods have in the collection of data\ by means of self -
observation? These two internal methodological questions can be added 0,4
the question 3) What is the relation between data collected self-observation
and data collected by other methods (interview, text analysis??

12



2. Procedure of investigation

2.1. Variables, modeli and timetable

On the basis of the reiults from a preliminary investigation, the study' was
arranged as a 2 2 factnrilif experiment (Box 2).

Box 2 The design for both sch-6o1 principals and tutors can be illustrated by means of the model
below, to which the siength of the observation periods and the degree of control have been varied

Length of obse\rvatton period

I .ight

Control
Strict

I week 2 weeks

Group I

Group 3

Group 2

0 Group 4

1

Since groups G2 and Ga have registration periods that are twice as long, two
comparisons are possible, firstly between one week and the first week of the
two-week period and secondly, between one week and the second week of the
two-week period. These comparisons can show, for example, whether the re-
spondents tire during the latter part of a longer registration period: Compari-
sons between the first and second weeks of a two-week period are also possible.

A further variation of control has after discussion also been worked out and
testeci; NC (no control) gives the respondent more freedom when registering.
The difference between NC and the other variations is that registration has
taken place during one o-'week period, as opposed to two one-week or two-
week periods otherwi. CI has been used for both categories of job-holders
and has been placed during periods with "normal" work loads. NC2 and NC3
have been used only for the job of school principal, in order to check the
seasonal variation. NC2 has been placed during a two-week period at-the end,
of the school year and NC3 during a two-week period at the start of the school
year.

13



Box i ( heeling watt nal %amnion in the lob of school principal

Gb

G7

4:
The registration periods for the school principals have been, chosen partly

on the basis,of telephone interviews with the subjects of the experiment them-
selves when the study was introduced to,them, a,pd partly on the basis of faCts

,presented in the report of the School Adrrunitration Commission (1964).
commissi6n worked:out the work load in terms of time for what was called

/an average headmaster's area,
The aim has 1,..en to place the registiation periods, with the exception of G6

and, G7, during intervals with a "normal',1,work load. The registration periods:
for the tutors were decided with t :ob-holders themselves when the study was
presented. The perbdswere of nece sity lestricted to occasions when student
teachers were available to be tutored. The teacher training is namely organized
in such a way that the tutors employed only serve as tutors during certain pe-
riods and in the intervals between function only as teachers, wher th y are of nb
interest for this investigation. This shift between the roles of teacheeand tutor
can occur during the same working day These circumstances explain the rela-
tively little amount of data that has been collected from the tutors. The way in

, which the observation periods were placed during ibe school year is shown in
Box 4.

I,.

vtiC1 normal period

N(..2 end of school ',car
school principalsonl%

NCI start of school %car

BOA' 4 Timetable for collection of data

1960 19Th ,

Apr Ma% Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

LXL LXL

Stage I Stage 2 End of Start

Invest. Light control . Strict control school of
Group Gt ; Gs Group GI, G4 year school

Group Gt, year
Group (,7

As shown in Box 4, the collection of data has extended over a period of about
1 1/2 years, with Stages 1 and 2 placed in the school year 1969/1970.

11'
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2.2. Diah sheets and instructions

The collection or 1-as 1: en organized according to a two-stage model.
The first stage, _ollec by means of less controlled &fries, in whicht
the respondents _gi,ter their to ks in their own words, The collected material
then pr9videsOhe foundation fi r a categorization which is used for a more strict-
ly controlled collection of dani Two-versions- of the less controlled diary type
have been constructed. One type (here called NC, no control, see Box 5) has
only been controlled with respect to the work situation andthe marking of
time and uncertainty 12) ( the difficulty aspect). Otherwise the respondent has,,
been allowed to us.e the space on the sheet freely.

X. 3", \ t rtIon ot dtart theettn,trketi \( no control (group. 3 ')

FRt port two( /tunic) Date

\\ ork tat.k

Day of tvt,t.k
I

T
The other version (here caked I., light control, see., Box 6) can bd,said to be
more controlled, since time limits have been introduCed and the space for notes
restricted. The sheet also has space for marking peisonal contact (P) and place(PI)..
Bo. n \ cr.Ion of than .hccr 'lurked I, light lone/01 (group'. t),.; 2)

\nut

'hale \\ ork

Matt flat

'Pl.

The registrations concerning uncertainty (U), personal contact (P) and place
(P1) are made in accordance with special instructions called "symbols" (Box 7).

15
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t
flax 7. Instructions for tilling in the columns tr\i) and Pl.

L,.

. S} mbols

The three columns headed U, P and PI arc to he filled in as follows.
U stands for uncertainty 'ts

1 slighth uncertain
II uncertain ,

....

ill - very uncertain
The intention is that the leader of the experiment should have some insight into situations
in which the job-holder feels some votteriatnt) about how to tackle the task invoked

Whenkoutine tasks are carried out, the column is left empty
P stands for personal contacts made in connection with the task

PI stands for the plate where the task is carried out 1,

P and PI are to be filled in as follows,
School principals

P PI

A. Set:It:WV a Qwnstiftice

B. Caretaker b. Own school

C. Supervisory teacher c Outside own school

D School nurses d Home
E. Teacher c. Other

I'. Pupil
G Parents

H Others.
Tutors .
P PI

A. Staff at own school a. Classroom in own school

B Staff at School of Education h. Schoorof Education

C Student teacher c Staff room in own school

D Pupils d. , Home

n F Others
__..

The concept of uncertainty has been introduced in order to try to get at tasks
that are important from the training point of view. The respondents have been
asked to mark tasks that they find difficult in handling. These "difficult"
tasks'should then be taken up in future training: The registrations of place and
personal contacts are intended to elucidate the itrittteltliate environment of the

jobs, making it pdssible to map the jobs' pattern of contacts and "local" mobi,
lity. The markings of time provide information about the duration of the tasks.
In job analysis which aims at orgarpkational changes, the Work, is often con-
centrated on this duration aspect altr1 . I

The second stage of the self-observation investigation comprises a more
strictly controlled collection of data based on the exploratory phase. Catego-
rization of data from the exploratory phase forms the foundation for Stage 2,
go that the respondents are suppli6c1 with diary sheets (Box 8) and a schedule
of categories that has been produced from data from the explorative phase., The
categories axe divided into a number of main categories with sub-categories.

16
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BOA S Verstort of dltrt ,but, marked S strict control (groups I 4)

^ ^

EIReport from (name)------_
Tune Work ta,k

116311

0700

Date

Ti rtic

11311 j
1200,

XX urk

1
Day.of week

U P PI

Using symbols (see Box 7) and numbers Roman for main category (see Boxes_
9 and 10) and Arabic for sub-category (examples are given in the original
report), the respondents are to fill in work tasks in accordance with the
schedule, Otherwise the columns for timer perscianal contacts and place are
filled in in the same way as with light control. There is one small difference in
the time markings. The shortest interval of time used during the exploratory
phase was five minutes. This interval has been taken as the unit used during
the second phase.

2.3. Subjects of experiment

2.3.1, Populations

By school principals the project means headmaster/mistresses and directors
ocstudies, who have held their pilists for at least one whole year and who are still
in service (but not including regional headmasters or directors of education).
By tutor is meant in the project both teachers with long-term appointments
(teachers at experimental and demonstration schools, appointed for six years,
and tutors appointed for periods of three or one year(s), and other teachers who
are called on more sporadically tos,act as tutors in the teacher training and who
are serving as tutors at the time of the collection of data The same stipulation
applies for both caiegories, however, that they should hr ,*2 functioned as tutors
regularly for at least two years and that they during this time should each term
have acted as tutor for student teachers doing their term of practice teaching or
hav6 been tutors for at least two practice periods (series). The self-observation
study has only worked with information from tutors at the ScNbolg' of Educa-
tion in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmo, Lima and Linkoping, which are
the largest of the Schools of Education in Sweden,

2.3.2. Principles of selection

The respondents were selected by means of a random stratified sampling of
school principals from the population of school principals in five Swedish ,

17



counties. The reasons for using these particulate strata are given in Alehamma-r
(1969). For tutors the same process was used to obtain a sample from the pop-
ulation of tutors at the six large Schools .,`Education in the country. The strata
used in the self-observation study are for both jobs identical with strata used in
the interview study (Gestrehus, 1972 a).

2.3.3. Number of subiects in the experiment

In accordance with the model described earlier, the responde;Its were divided
into groups of ten. This number was thought to be reasonable:considering the
number of days registered and the consequent coding work put in relation with
time, financial and personnel resources. A total of 70 school principals (42
headmasters and 28 directors of studies) and 5)) tutors were selected.

2.3.4. Introductory conrersations

When the respondents had been selected, the leader of the experiment contacted
each of them by telephoto: in brder to give them information and introduce
them to the studs. On this occasion he explained the purpose of the investiga-
tion and asked them to participate. Certain practical details concerning the
registrat s and the timetable for them were also discussed. A time and address

for sending the written instructions and the diary sheets were agreed upon.,
These telephone contact's were relatively time-consuming, especially those in-
volving the tutors, who were only available at home in the evenings. All the
same this personal contact was considered absolutely necessary for the success-.
ful execution of the study-. An explanation of Project B's view of the job as
something separate from the job-holder (I.inton, 1936) was presented during
the telephone conversation. This insistence that the investigation concerned
the ,o /} and not the job-holder himself may possibly have served to diminish the
non-response. In this initial introduction the importance of making the registra,

tions as close as possible to the work situations was pointed out and the impli-
conns of the situation concept and the difficulty aspect, the U registrations,
were explained. Written instructions and diary sheets were sent out in good
time before the start of the registration periods.

2.3.5. Non-rerponie

(4" the 121) subjects selected for the experiment, three (one school principal
mil! two tutors) refused to participate. In each case the reason given was that
this did not have time for any extra work because of their present heavy work-
loads. Three new ,ubjects were selected and promised to participate. Another
kind of non-response occurred with respondents who, despite their promise to

18



take part, did not carry out the registrations, Of the 70 school principals, 67
completed the experiment. The reasons given for the non-response were in
two cases illness and in the third organizational changes, which caused unfore-
seen extra work during the time when data were collected. Of the 50 tutors, 48
completed the registrations. Both cases of non-response were said to be the
result of illness. A fox respondents did not send in the material within the pre-
scribed time, but after reminders the registrations were received.

Since none of the twelve groups have a lower response frequency than 9 (of
10 asked), it was decided to reduce each group to 9 at random. Henceforth the
account presents results from 63 school principals (divided into 7 groups) and
45 tutors (dtvu d Into 5 groups).

19
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3. Content analysis

For the systematization of the data collected, the technique used has largely
been that whiCh i.. u ually called content analysis (Hoist', 1968).

3.1. Reduction to units

The so-called natural unit (Medley & Mitzel, 1965) which has been used in
reducing the written material of the self-observation study is identical with the
unit that has been used in the interview study., The material is broken down into
single sentences (situations) following certain rule,s-(Ce-e-Gestrelius, 1970 b, p. 62).

There are obvious advantages in transp mg both interview material and
self-observation material in the same wa , since it creates many opportunities
for comparison.

3.2. Construction of categorization patterns

The situations that had been analysed out of the phases with no or only light
control were used in the construction of categorization patterns that preceded
the strictly controlled phase. These units were registered on cards and consisted
of 3488 situations for the school principals and 1886, situations for the tutors.,
The large difference between the number of situations for the two jobs is ex-
plained by the fact that the tutors only function as teacher trainers during part
of their working time., The main purpose of the category schedule has been to
make it possible to continue a controlled collection of data. The pattern should
provide a good survey of the situations and facilitate discussion.; of them., It
should be noted that the categorization patterns in the self-observation investi-
gation were placed directly in the hands of the respondents during the con-
trolled phase. It is only to be expected that such patterns must partly differ in
construction from patterns used solely by the researcher for calculationS and
reports.

Various considerations led to the following categories.
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Boy 9 Schcduk ti,t cmcgortcs for school principals

.Main categories
I Own teaching

II Pupils

III Teachcrs

No of sub - categories

4
23

Is
IV Parents 20

V Ancillary staff
VI Conferences 17

VII Authorities
VIII Planning

IX Office work
X Purchases Budget

XI Premises. Buildings 16

The pattern can be said' to have two dimensions, in that categories II VII
represent a contact dimension and categories I, VIII XI a content dimension.
The special registration of persons contacted carried out by the subjects of the
experiment becomes superfluous in some cases, but can nevertheless in
others serve as a means of acquiring further information.

9

!3

.21

Box 10. Schedule of categories for tutors.

Main categories No of sub-categories
I Introduction 24

II Planning 2b

Ill Demonstration I3
IV Iristening ill
V Analysis 30

VI Personal contacts 24

The pattern can be said to illustrate the aspects that occur in all tutoring of a
,'.longer or shorter duration. What was said previously concerning the registra-

tion of,persons contacted also applies here, particularly as a special category (VI)
has been constructed.

3.3. Sorking the units into the categorization patterns

The third phase of the content analysis as described here involves placing the
units obtainecrby analysis from the uncontrolled and lightly controlled phases
in the patterns constructed. This work has been carried out by the job-holders
who parti4ated in the construction of the patterns. The method of procedure
used in placing the units in the self-observation study has been open entegor47a-
non, which means that the assessor has the entire pattern in front of him. All the
bask element could be fitted into the system, Many synonomous situations
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have been found in the material from both school principals and tutors. Thus, to
take an example, the units "working with questions concerning the time
table", "being occupied with work on the timetable", "attending to work' on
the timetable" have been placed in category VIII :9 in the school principal
pattern (working on questions concerning the timetable). Assessors who were
completely unacquainted with the various sub categories have checked the
way in which the basic units have been sorted into the two patterns.

The subjects themselves sorted the units in the strictly controlled phase, by
marking; with symbols. Thus if a school principal has marked the diary sheet
V III :9, he (she) has been working on something connected with the timetable.
In order iii check whether the categorization patterns covered every eventuality,
each main category has as its sub-category "others". Comments on this cat-
egory have been asked for. On the same occasion the subjects were also asked to

make other comments on the study. Comments from the respondents were also
noted during the contact made by telephone in the introductory phase and in a
simple written questionnaire (see section 4). Ail these comments have been ana--

lysed and are taken up below (see section 5).
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4. A reliability check by means of a questionnaire

I

A check was made by means of a simple questionnaire, which was answered by
104 (61 school principals and 43 tutors) of the 108 subjects (63 school princi-
pals and 45 tutors).

The distribution of the answers to the questionnaire are given below for 411
the respondents. -

Question 1: When, in relation to the work situation, did you make the registra-
tions on the diary sheets?

No. of answers 00

Irnmediats Is 523 50.0

.t the end of the day 43 41.3

Mier a few days 5 4.8

At the end of the week 3 2.9

At the end of the period 1 1.0

Question 2. flow time-consuming were the registrations?

Rather link

tar too much

No. of ansuers
53

It

()(4;1:6168,4

The distribution of the answers with 60.6% on alternative 1 is surprising,
considerjng that those taking part in the preliminary experiment pointed out
that self-observation demanded a lot of work, The school principals find, the
registrations more time-consuming than the tutors. (Cf. the double role of the
tutors as boih teacher and tutor.)

Question 3. .What is your opinion on the, lent{ of the period?

ot at

Should has e been shorar 7 6.7

lust right 83.7

Could has,. hum longer 111 9 6

13
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Questuln 4. ere the registrations of an use to you (e.g. making you more
observant of details in 1 our job)?

None
Sortie

.1 lot ...

o, of ansuers
36 34.6
:18

111 9.6

Question 5. What do you feel about participating ru research of this kind?

No of ansuers
Meaningful , 45 43.3
Participate to of h.% At% 57

Meaningless 2 1.9

Question 6. What do ou think of the rehabilih of the registrations you have
made?

No of answers
Ven. good 32 -to 8

Good 68 65 4
good 4 3.8

Question 7. Other comments (when applicable).

Answers to question 7 were received from 35 (33.7°0) respondents. An account
is given in the next section of the comments, together with other points of view
concerning the investigation expressed by the respondents.

The answer to questions 3 -6 give the impression that the length of the
observation period has been felt to,be adequate, that the subjects have often
become more observant of details in their own jobs, that they take a relatively
positive view of participating in research of this kind and that they.consider
their registrations to be reliable,
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5. Comments from the respondents

a

5.1. School principals

"Characteristic features of all supervisory jobs are multiple duties, abrupt
changes and heavy work loads (Wirdenius, 1961). This statement is backed up
on several occasions in the comments made by the school principals. A simple
systematization of the comments has been carried out in order to obtain a broad
idea of the content, thus making it easier to give an account of them. A large
number of the comments illuminate the heavy work load and consequent lack
of time with which the job-holders feel burdened. At the same time there is a
general willingness to carry out total registration, though with the admission
that an occasional work situation can disappear because of abrupt changes in the
job. Some of the comments touch upon factors of which the project leaders were
aware, such as the local flature of certain situations and the seasonal variations in
the job. The ho'pe is also expressed that the investigation will show results in the
fOrm of organizational improvements, e.g. changes in the compulsory number
of teaching hods for principals. Comments have been made by 42 school
principals.

5.2. Tutors

Coniments regarding lack of ttmc have also been made by the tutors. Further,
it was considered difficult to register the time required for certain sub-catego-
ries. Hopes were expressed that the investigation would lead to organizational
improvements for the job-holders, so that, for example, one should not need to
act as tutor at a school wfiere one did not teach. The general'idea of he investi-
gation was thought to be good and the tutors wished to be inform d of the re-
sults. The seasonal variation was criticised, in that different student teachers de-
manded differing.amounts of work. Comments were received ffom 16 tutors.

4
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6. 'Results

er

6.1. Job descriptions

It Is possible that when the method comparisons described later are made, the
total picture of the jobs is lost. Since the collected material has been systematized
in the same way, irrespective of the method of collection, summaries are given
below basedon data collected from all the respondents in each category of job-
holder. Analyses of main categories, sub-categories, personal contact registra-
tions, place registrations and uncertainty registrations mean that the data must
be examined in more detail. Analyses of frequency and time for the main and sub
categories provide insight-into the structure of the jobs. The analysis of per-
sonal contacts and places reveals something of the immediate environment of
the jobs. Since the ultimate goal of Project B is to provide a foundation for fu-..
ture training of the groups of job-holders investigated, it has been decided that
a rather comprehensive analysis of the uncertainty registrations should be of
interest. It is reasonable to assume that such tasks as are felt by the job-holders
to be difficult ought to be included in any planned training.

6.1.1. The job o/ school principal

Sixty-three people have participated as subjects in the school principal study.
The job description is based on data obtained from them.

The N figure, which is 81 for variables 1 -25 and 54 for variables 26 38,

has been introduced in order to make comparisons as in the other reports.
(The variables 1 25 were registered by all 63 of the school prkricipals, of whom
18 worked for two two-week periods, whereby N The /variables 26 38

were registered by 36 tutors, of whom 18 winked in two two-week periods,
whereby N 54.) The variable group 1-3 comprises the uncertainty registra-
tions (Box 7), 4 14 the main categories in the category schedule (Box 9) with
fru,quency calCulations, 15 25 the same main categories with time-consumption
calculations, 26 33 personal contacts and 34 38 place registrations (Box 7).

For reasons-of space, the only example given here is of the results from a va-
riable group which is thought to be of particular interest.

4 7:
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I able I Main eategoras 1

Variable

I in al. 1.6 of school principal % ariablr. 4 14) Frequenc% (N 81)

4 Own teaching 14 98 9 85

5 Pupils 8 08 ".47
6 I cachets 18 88 13 96

". Parents 5 15 5.27

8 1ncillar% suit 2.48 3 53

9, Conferenets 14 35 7 66

10. Authorities 60 3.38

11 Planni 3i 9_22

12 Office work 16 81

13. Purchases. Budget 7.12

72A5115)14 Premises. Buildings 2 11 2511)5

m arithmetic mean
standard de% moon
number of subjects

The most frequent tasks are office work and work involving teachers, while
,problenis concerning premises and buildings are, together with cooperating
with ancillary staff, less frequent.,

Despfte the fact that the job description is based on relatively few respondents
and the registrations only carried out during certain periods of the- school
tear, it can nevertheless provide an interesting picture of the school principal's
job. On an av, rage respondents have registrations for about 8 hours of the day.
A multitude of different tasks, often of short duration, are included in the job.

The lob holder often lands in worrying situations as a result of confrontations
in various contexts with different personnel categories at the scht.ol and a gen-
eral heavy burden of work: Well-planned training should provide a good
preparation for a job that is so difficult to handle.

The lob 61 tutor

Forty-five people have participated as subjects in'the tutor study. The job -de-
scription is based on data obtained from them.

The figures are calculated in the same way as in the school principal study.,
Variable groups 1 3 comprise the uncertainty registrations (Box 7), 4 -9 the
main categories in the category schedule (Box 111) with frequencies calculations,
10 15 the same main categories with time-consumption calculations, 16 21

personal contacts and 22 26 place registrations (Box 7).
In the same way as for the school principal job, only "tine example.of the results

is given (Table 2).
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I able .?` Main t.ttLgortN VI in OR lob (A tuns actable, 4

Variable to

4, Introduction - 119i

Planning 1." 611

6 Demonstration 97

7 Listening-in 14 68

Analysts 15 11
9, Personal contacts N

9) requenc) tN 63).

5 14

11 -6
8 54

11,34

12 r
431

0 , Not unexpectedly, the tutors' most onerous tasks arc planning: analyst, and
listening to the student teachers' lessons., ,,

Like the corresponding description for school principal, the job description
for tutors is based on a limited number of respondents and the registrations have
only been carried out during certain periods. It has been decided, however,
that it can be of interest to give a broad view of the activities that are part of the
job, based on the collected data. On an average the respondents have registra-
tions for approximately 3 112 hours per day. )

The planning of lessons, both his own and those of the student teachers,
demands . great deal of the tutor. One delicate part of the work is that which in-
volves evaluating The teat g of the student teachers. The job can also in-
clude purely welfare elements. What has been said above argues a need for a
somewhat more thorough training of tutors than is given at present. Training
for lecturers in methodology and tutors could hay-pc one section in common for
them, followed by specialised trjining. A model of this type would provide a
common frame of reference for the two categories of teacher trainers. Gestrehus
(1971) present; job descriptions for teacher trainers based on data collected by
meahs of interviews.

9

6.2.'Comparisons between degrees of control and the length of the obser- -
vation periods in two-factorial designs .

Restdts are given first from three comparv;ons for the jobs of both school prin-
cipals and tutors. The first two for each job respectively ha.-e been carried out
as pxy factorial experiments with independent ran #om samples. The two factors
are fixed and manipulative. The n figures'are in each case 9. Factor A, the degree
of control, which is of primary interest, has two levels a \, light control and az,
strict control. Factor 13, the length and relative order of the observation/
periods, the levels hi aid bz. For each comparison an account is given of the
contents of the levels hi and bz. The number'of degrees of freedor4 is 1 for A,
according to formula (p 1), 1 for 13 according to (g 1), for AB according to
(p Ifiliid 32 for error according to [pq(n 1)1. the level of significance
has been placed at (1,05. The critical F value for 1 and 32 El grecs of r-: dom is
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4.15. In 'connection with the tables.presented, there is some discussion of both
signifieatit F ratios and r ratios that without being significant are > 1. The tend-
ency towards al, az and bi, b2 respectively that the different values have can
possibly provide a basis for recommendations concerning the variations used.
Interaction effects do not occur to such an'extent that they jeopardize the inter-
pretation of the main effects. No attempts have been made to interpret the in-
teraction effects that do exist, Nt

The last two comparisons for .the'respective jobs ha% e been designed as pm.]
fact mai experiments with repeated measurement in B. Otherwise the same con- 41

ditions as before apply. The number of degrees of freedom are for I, indivi-
duals:within the group, 16 according to the formula p(n-- 1), and for I }3 16 ac-
cording to p(q. 1)(n -1). The critical value for the chosen level of sign ficance
(0.05) is for 1 and 16 degrees of freedom 4.49.

For reasons of space, examples Of how the account of the two-factorial compar-
isons has been presented ate given only for variables 4 14 in the school prin-
cipal material and for variables 4---9 in the tutor material.

Tabk 3 Scool principal,. F ratios for different degrees' of control, different lengths of
; observation periods and interaction effects in thc main categories 1 X1 (variable groups 4- 14)..

Frequency
'- --.

Variable Source of variation
A B AB

___

4. pan teaching 1.55 < I < 1

5 Pupils '.:,. 1 < 1 < 1

"li Teachers 3 44 4 99* < 1

7 Parents 2.59 3.87: < 1

8 Acicillary staff < 1 rt.." 2 59 1.53

.9. Conferences < I 1.08 < 1

10 Authorities < 1 < 1 ' 2.30

I L Planning - 4 7 1 * . 2 59 < 1
..r

12. ()flue work 13.10* < 1 < 1

I < IBudget I .c.

14 Premises Building

' Significance at 0.05 le% d 4* Significance at it.' il level.
s

,. < 1 2.84

.,-

< 1

Variables 11 and 12 show significant values in the direction a2, strict control.
In the three other variables, which have the value > 1, the result points in
the same direction. One significance in factor B has the direction bi one week,
variable 6., The five non-significant values show the same tendency.
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Table 4. Tutors, 1 ratios for dater( m degrees of control, Wien nt k ngth of the observation
periods and interaction effects in the main categoric, I VI (variable group 4 9). 1-r, pent.)

4, Variable Source of variation
A B AB

4 Introduction r 14 31'" "
1 .- 1

5, Planning 1 'r - 1 -- I

6 Demonstration 5,08 7 86" , I
' Listening4n' 1 1 12 1

8. Anal% sp. -_. 1 ' 1 1

9 Psrsonal contacts 8.0 2,24 s. 1

In factor A the variables 4, 6 and 9 show significant values in the direction
a2 and variable 5 gives the same tendency. In factor B variable 6 has a signifi-
cant value in the direction bi and variable 7 points in the same direction, while
variable 9 goes in kw direction of h2, the first week of a two-week period.

table i" School principals Summary of F Milos for ill three comparisons with a two-factorial
design

Direction No of p < 01 No of p o5 No of F 1 Total
ti

at 6 I I 17

6 9 33 48

Level a2, strict control; thus provides more information about the job than al,
light control.

A summary of the three tutor comparisons is given in the same way as for the
school principal job.

I able 6. utois Sammare of F ratios for all three comparisons with a two-factorial design

Direction No of p < 01 No of p < ,05 No, of I' > 1 Total

'Si 2 1 , 3 6

a:. 5 5 16 26

Strict control, a2, is more effective than al, light control. The school principal
comparisons give the same results.

6.3. Comparisons between degries of control and between seasons for the
job of school priticipal in one-factorial designs

In addition to the previous comparisons, carried out by means of a 2 2 fac--
,torial design, three comparisons have been made for school principals and tu-
tors respectively 'with one-factorial designs. A further comparison using the
same model has been carried out, in order to check the seasonal variation of the
school principal job. This latter check has no equivalent for the job of tutor.
For the first-named comparisons, factor A has three levels: al light control,
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a2, strict control and a3, no control. For the comparison of seasonal variations,
factor A, seasonal variation, has three levels: al, norm.4, al, end of term and a3,
beginning of term.

The number of individuals per level is 9 in each comparil on and the number
of degrees of freedom is 2 for A and 24 for the error. The critical F value for 2
and 24 degrees of freedom is 3.40 for the chosen revel. of significance (0.05).
In the first-named comparisons, leveta3 is not wholly comparable with the levels
al and az. Level a3 consists of data collected during a continuous registration
period, while levels al and a2 have been obtained by combinations (see the 2 f 2
models) of registrations 'made during different pe'riods. It has been decided that
it is of Interest-to carry out the comparisons all the same. In the check of seasonal
variations in the job of school principal, the degree of control in all three levels
has been "no etintrol". The number of dependent variables is 25 for the school
principals and 15 for the tutors. Person and place variables are namely missing
from the one-factorial designs, since the variation "no control" do,es not take
up these possible registrations.

For reasons of space, examples of the reported comparisons in the one-fac-
torial comparisons are presented below only for variables 4 14 in the school
principal material and for variables 4 9 in the tutor material.

Iable School principals. F ratios foriffetent degrees of contrtTI)1 the main categories I XI
(variable wimps 4 14)' Frequency

Variable Source of variation

4- Own teaching 1.09

3. Pupils s < 1

6. Teacher, 1 74

7 earent,, 1.03

8 Ancillary staff e

9. Conference, <,1

10 \ uthorities 1 27

11. Planning 1,71

12 Office work 6 18**

11 Purchases Budget 1

14. Prerniso. Buildings < 1

Variable 12 shows significance in the direction of az, strict control, and the
other variables with 17-, I follow this tendency.

In the same way as for the sci ool principal job, only one example of the results
for the tutors is presented.



Table . Tutors I ratios for dittcrent degrees of control in the main categories I VI (yariable
group 4 9); Frequency..

_t

Variable Source of satiation

4 Introduction 6 25
5 Planning < 1

6 Demonstration <
7. Listening: in < 1

8 Analysts <
9 Personal contacts 1 73

Variable 4 shows significant value in the direction az, strict control, and
variable 9 has the same tendency.

1

Table 9 School principals, Summary of F ratios for all three comparisons of control levels.

Direction At. of p < .01 NO of p < 05 No. of T > 1 , Total

al

A 22

a3

2 6 8

2 3 25 30

3 1 4 8

The differences between the levels are small. As before, strict control, az, seems
to obtain somewhat more information. No control, a3, appears to be preferable
to al, light control.

rable 10 Summary of F ratios for thi: comparison of seasonal Nariations in the school principal

1

Direction No. of p 01 No of p < 05 No of I > 1 Total
_ __. ....

at 1 , - 1

a2 2 2

a3 1 I 2 4

Two significances and two tendencies point in the direction of a3; the beginning
of th- school year. One significance gives values in the direction of al, normal
period, while two tendentp go in the direction of az, the end of the school' year.;
The comparison revealk extremely little seasor)01 variation. Not unexpectedly,
the heaviest work load is to be found in a3, the beginning of the school year.
The slight difference between the levels can be interpreted as showing that the
school principals plan their w&fc well and in that way obtain a more even
spread of work over the school year. Other interpretations arc that, as a result
of a heavy work load, the responderkts have neglected the registrations during
the end of the school year, az, and the beginning of the scliool year, a3, thus
making the periods more even in the final results, trr that the seasonal variations
variations are not in fact so great. Selt-observation is possibly not the right
method for checking seasonal variations.,

,r?
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able 11 'tutor, StatnmArt of ratio, for all comparison. tit control level...

Direction \o of p < 0 01 No of p 0 05 No, of I I

A az. 1 1 10

6

Total

2

12

6

The difference between the tendencies ,s small. S,trict control, az, has as before
proved to give some more information. The tendencies for al, light control,.and
a3, no control, produce the same results as the schdol principal comparisons.

6.4. Discussion of comparisons

The relatively small differences that have been found in the different compari-
sons appear nevertheless to point in certain definite directions. Dahlia (1967)
and Mark lund '1968) are among those who have pointed out in their investi-
gatiops that not only significanceS but also the frequency of tendencies should
be taken into consideration. The strict control by means of a categorization
schedule has proved to provide more information about the jobs in the forth of
more situations than the lighter forms of control, provided that the category
pattern covers every eventuality.. This result applies to both the two-factor-
ial and the one-factorial designs. The respondents obviously find it easier.to
describe their jobs if they are given some help, reminded of the activities they
'ere occupied with every day. It is then very important that a category schedule
is constructed with extensive coverage.. Individual experts should not be al-
lowed to construct the categorization pattern. Data from a large number of
experienced job-holders provide a broader basis for the composition of such
a schedule. The difference between the two lighter types of control is negligible.
It would be most practical to be able to use a registration form with no restric-
tions worth mentioning for the respondent. Such a form, diary sheets; could be
given roughly.the same design as the model "no control" had in the present
investigation.

The length of the registration periods indicates a tendency towards using the
shorter version (table 4). This indication is plainer for the job of school principal
examples are.given in.,the original report). The result can be explained by the

the fact that the school principals made considerably more registrations than the
tutors and thus had mote reason for tiring. The tutors, after all, function only
partly in the role of tutor and carry out normal teaching during the rest of the
period. One possibility would be to use the shorter period, one week, and in-
stead place it on several different occasions.

A combination of self-observation and interview methods in job analysis
could be organized Cr' such ,a way that self-observation was used in an initial
exploratory phase. From the data collected then,-an interview schedule could
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be constructed, which could then be used in a more controlled phase, The ad-
vantagevantage with a procedure of this type is that one can utilize the flexibility in the
Interview method. Anotheronceivable strategy would be to start with ex-
plorative interviews and create a foundation for a category schedule, which
could then be used in a controlled phase with self-observation as the method
of collecting data. If, as often happens, one uses considerably more respondents
in the controlled phase than in the explorative one, the model suggested last
offers Important financial advantages.

The comparisons that have been made between corresponding variables for
frequency and time produce the result that these types of variable show a simi-
lar effect. In practice, this could mean that one confines oneself to obtaining
information about frequencies, if one does not wish to burden the respondents
with the marking of times, This naturally means that one misses important in-
formation, but at the same time there would be 'gains in motivation. The sub-
jects of the experiment would possibly be more willing to participate if the work
involved in registration were reduced.

The above discussion of methods for collecting data and different ways of
using methods for job analysis within the school sector ought also to be appli-
cable in analyses of executive and supervisory lobs in other sectors of society,
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T. Summary

The objective of the investigation, which is part of the project "Job analysis as
a basis for training and further education in the school sector: school principals,
lecturerers in methodology and tutors" (Project B), has been to test self-obser-
vation as a method of collecting.data in two of the jobs inducted in Project B,
school principals and tutors., The investigation has also aimed at producing
surveys, job descriptions, of the two jobs, based on data collected by means
of self-observation.

Experiments have been carried out with different forms of self-observation.
The degree of control, that is the freedom given to the respondents when reg-
istering, has been varied and also the length of the observation periods. 63
school principals and 45 tutors from all over the country took paint in the
study, which was mainly carried out during the school year 1969/70. The job-
holders were divided into groups and the effect of the different variations was
measured by means ttf frequency and time -consumption analyses (Box H).

Box II Summar% of procedure of Investigation

Methods used in
collection of data

Degrees of control

I ength and relative order
of the observation periods

-Terms and quantities
in lob descriptions and
method comparisons

Jobs
Uncertatntt registrations

School Tutors 1

principals Frequer cy of duties
Time coilsumption for tasks
Personal contact registrations
Place registrations

One of the techniques used in processing the collected data has been that
usually callEd content analysis. Important Steps in this analysis are reduction
to units, construction of categorization pattgras and sorting the units into the
categorization patterns.

Reliability checks have been carried out on a number of critical points in the
investigation. Comments have been collected from the respondents and are re-
ported-in a separate chapter.

The strict control has proved to provide more. information than the lighter
forms of control. Shorter registration periods have given better results than
longer ones.
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Part II. Teachers in labor market training

1. Introduction r:.

The method used in collecting the data is a variation of the technique de-
scribed in Part 1.,

The method has been used to map the problemkthat teachers engaged in labor
market training (I MT) are faced with in their job. This kind of problem inven-
tory could form one of the bases for planning basic training of futute LMT
teachers and further training for those already in service.

LMT is a form of vocational adult education which is arranged as required
with regard to national and local employment policies and which thereby be-
comes an important instrument in labor market policy. LMT has a two-fold
purpose: to ease the situation of the unemployed, handicapped etc. by giving
them training, and to ensure that industry has a source of trained labor. At
present this form of training is being given at approximately 50 training centers
in Sweden. Among the specific features of LMT are that a relatively large num-
ber of the tiainees are handicapped'(approx. 30%), while 15% are immigrants,
and that a system of continuous intake of trainees is applied. LMT should be
seen as part of the educational system as a whole and not as a limited training
institution. The marked similarities between LMT and the vocational training
given in the upper secondary school should be kept in mind when discussing,
for example, the teaching qualifications required for the two school forms.

SO far the training of teachers working in LMT has not been based on em-
pirically collected data concerning the special problems that can exist in LMT
compared to the upper secondary school. The objective of this study is to make
an inventory of problems of the type mentioned above,
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Box 12 Outline of ini,(,,tigatory procedure

1 !metallic. 10r Jim!) 01 1-11T teokmg tobc

(---hvaluarion Pr ceYs- Reporting
Planning tattgoruation que.tion ing

naire

TI Jun lul fig_Lici170c711TUJI;cc i Jan 1011 Mar l Apr May Jun Jul Aug

Phosr PI the

19-2 1973

1)11r% andintLrek w 4i6 difficult taisk% at work

l'ha.t. 1 16 tiachirs

l'ha,t, 11

Phast. III
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student,

61 administrator.

1.

141 difficult ta.k. at work

59- difficult ta.k, at work

i71 difficult ta.kis at work
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2. Self-observation and follow-up interview

2.1. Centers for labor market training in Malmohus county

In Malmohus county there are three I.MT centers: Malmo, Flelsingborg and
Furulund. Statistics obtained from the National Board of Education aboty the
courses offered, the students and teachers at the LMT centers can provide a
starting-point for comparisons between the centers studied and the others
(Box 13).

Box II. Trainees divided according to course chosen

Voc areas

tt lechnical, scientific, social
science, lrts and artistic

1 / Administration
2. Accountanc and office work
3 Commerce

4 Farming, forcstii and fithing
5 ;Alining and quarr mg etc.
6 7 ransport and communication

8. Manufacturing, machine operation tc
9 Sr'e icc work

10 framing not assignable to an%
particular vocational area

Total

, hole

country
Alalmohus

counts

1,808 6 3 192 80
30 0 1 30 1.2

3,797 13 424 176
438 1.5 84 3.5

38 0 1

30 0.1

200 0 7

13,569 47.6 851 35 4

1,116 39 117 4.9

7,495 26 3 29.5

28,521 2,40"

The division into branches of employment in Box 13 was made in accordance
with the Nordic classification of employment, with the exception of number 10,
which was coded by the Labor Market Board, As can be seen in Box 13, Malmo-
hus county has courses within the branches of employment which have most
trainees in the rest of the country.

2.2. Diary and 'nterview

The first phase in the study consisted of a self-observation (diary) study, with
a subsequent follow-up interview. 16 randomly sampled teachers from the three

LMT centers in Malmohus county participated as subjects in the experiment.
The sampling was done in such a way that all the teaching areas within each
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center were represented. Owing to the organization of the three centers, 6
subjects were tIken from Ma linti and 5 each from Furulund and Helsingborg.

As was pointe*t. nit in Part I, self-observation involves a lot' work for those
participating. In order to reduce the demands made on the subjects, a type of
critical incident technique (Flanagan, 19 t, a, h,; 1954; Jensen, 1951;
Wirdenius, 1968) has been used in this investiga ion. At an introductory confer-
ence, the subjects were given a file containing brief written instructions
(Box 14).

Box 14 Instruction for diary rntrtes.

. Write \,down what you found most difficult in ,vour lob today. Give a brief
description of the situation(%)

2 You should preferablv note several situations the same thy. Write down at least one
each day

3 If you describe several situations for the same clay, number them
1

In addition to the instructions mentioned above, the file contained 30,1ined
sheets with spaces for noting the day and date, but otherwise blank. The sheets
were of different colors to indicate the different weeks. On the outside of the
file, there was space for noting the name of the center, subject code and name
of respondent The diary was to be kept for six weeks, in order to provide a re-
latively broad coverage of the term.

In addition to the written instructions, a few further directives were given at
the conference. The subjects of the experiment were to inform the leader of the
experiment' if he/she was unable to participate. If anyone was forced to miss a
day or two because of illness or leave of absence, situations were registered
for a corresponding, number of days after the end of the ordinary period. If more
space was required .for registration, the back of the diary sheets were used.
The respondents were urged not to make very general or trivial registrations,
such as "held a lesson" or "low temperature in classrooms". The descriptions
of the situations should be more detailed -and be more directly connected with
the job of the individual: The respondents should not repeat themselves word
for word in descriptions, but variations could be accepted. In order to avoid
external infltience, the subjects should not discuss the registrations among
themselves during the period of the investigation. The subjects were asked to
register at the` t!nd of each working day and to keep the file at their place of
employment.

Preliminary times were arranged for the follow-up interviews and the
subjects were given the address and telephone number of the leader of the ex,
,periment in case they should have any queries later. A fee of 100 Swedish
crowns was promised. This fee was to be paid out in person when the files with
the registrations were handed over to the leader. The previously arranged
follow-up interview was to be held on the same occasion.
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At the follow-up interview, each respondent was asked to answer six ques-
tions (Box 151,

Box 15 Questions at follow-up interview

1 a Flavc you registered dash or afterwards) -
b Was the registration period too short, just right tit too long?
c. Did sou need to 'con4truct"thfitadt situations?

2. Do you think the difficultil;s sou have noted to thefile provide a good pactur4
of the dt.fitiattes in your job)

3. Can you state further difficult situations in addition to those noted in the file)
4 Can you imagine difficult situations that have not occurred but that could occur?
5 Can you give examples of dyficult situations that will arise In the future

(considering the developments within 1.MT))
6 Can pti give examples of difficult situations that you have not experienced

yourself but that other LMT teachers have experienced)

The diary investigation produced reports on 456- difficult tasks and the follow-
up )nterviews 141((Box 12).

2.3. -Categorization of situations

The systematization of the 597 difficult tasks was carried out by means of the
technique that, is usually called content analysis (Holsti, 1968), (Box 16).

Box 16. Steps in content analysts

1. Reduction to ;mu (single sentences)
2 Construction of categorization p,itter".
3. Sorting units into categorization pattern

The units (Medley & Nfitzel, 1963) consisted of the exact wordings of the sub-
jects and both the construction of the category schedule and the sorting of the
units into the schedule have been carried out by the leader of the experiment and
two experienced LMT teachers. The object of constructing the category sched-
ule was that it would provide a good general view of the material and that
many of those concerned would be able to handle and accept it, A further pur-
pose was that the schedule should form the basis for the selection of situations
for the evaluation stage is described in Chapter 3. The category schedule,
which has 4 m$01 categories 9nd 38 sub-categories, is presented in Box 17.,
573 of the difficult situations could be placed in the schedule, white 24 were con-
sidered impossible to categorize (e.g. "Leave of absence", "Holiday").
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Box /7. Category schedule for critical situations in I MT lobs The figures in parenthesis mark the
frequencies'

I Main cat. 1. Profeasio al difficulties 1229)- 1,_ d,

Sub-cat ' 1 1 I ack of train ng in the trade concerned (21) ...

0 Sub cat. 1 2 lack of train' , in pedagogics and psychol6g) (91)
Sub-cat., 1 i Continuous inn e (21)
Stab-cat 1 4 Study materials ( 4)
Sub-cat. 1.5 I .ack of tinui (7) ,
Sub-cats 1 (i Premises (15) :

4

Sub-cat. 1.7 Length of course in relation to level of training (3)
Sub-cat 1 S Problems witkietnporary teaching (4)
Sub-cat. 1 9 . Problems connected with the trainees' practice employment (.)3)

'.
.Main cat. 2. Difficulties connIsctecl with the trainees 12,9 j /

4.
.

Sub-cat 2.1 Df,cieflary prphlern. (53)
,Sub cat. 2 2 ,,,......4r16'sfr with alcohol and drugs (12) y

Sub-cat. 2.3 Mental/problems (10)
,Sub -cat 2.4 Physical problems (15) \

Sub fiat 2 5 1 "Soicual problems (2) .o.
'f'`'

Sub-cat. 2.6 Soc I problems (15)
'..

..,

Sub-cat 2 7, Pobt cal differences of opinion (2)
Sub-cat \,,,,' 8-e. evel,of achievement (23) ,
Sub-cat., 2.9 c variation' v..ithinthe group (36) :
Sub-cat. 2 10 Trainees who overestimate themselves (10)
Sub-cat. -2":711 ( Language difficulties (21)
Subpt., 3 12- Trainees' absence from the training (12)
Sub -cat a 13' Trainees' need for leave of absence (6)
Suit. 7' 4 Advanced age (4) ' I

Sublitat - 5 Lenny motivatulin for training (19)

Ma n 3 ,Difficulties in relationships [351

Sub-cat. 3.1 Teacher teacher (15)

Sub -cat '3 2 r Teacher trainee (14)

Sub cat. 3.3 1 Trainee trainee (6)
s.

Main cat 4 Organizatiotal difficulties 169]

Sub-cat 41

Sub-cat, 4.1,1

Sub-cat 4 1'2

Sub-cat. 4.1.3

Suit -cat 4 1 4

Sub-car 4.1.5

Sub-cat. 4 2

,Sith-cat 4 2 I

.5uh-cat. 4.2.2

Sub-cat. 4.2 3

Sub-cat. 4.2 4

Sub-rat 4 2 5

Sub-cat. 4.2.6

Special difficulties ivrthin the center (33)
Technical problems concerning the timetable (6)
Queueing (4)
Requisition of material (10)
Thefts (5)

ethers (1)

Coordination Count) Lmploy ment Hoard ,Center trainee. (33)

1.ack of information to tramees and teachers (16)

Trainees' training grants (2)
Acceptance and plating of trainees (3)
Placing mimeo in employment (5)
Misplaced training goals (6)
Others (4)
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2.4. Information saturation

The concept 'information saturation' implies that continued collection of data
will not contribute an new information to thi: material In the present investi-
gation, therefor it is a question of saturation of difficult situations. It is not
possible to ,iiscuss saturation without having a category pattern. If one works
on the basis of the -main categories, i.e. maintains a high level of complexity,
saturation point is reached fairly quickly. IF one goes further down in the pat-
tern., more extensive data cdllection will be needed before saturation point is

6 reached. irsing the pattern presented eather as a background and starting
from the first and second (in main category 4) sub-categories, a total of 38, the
problems of information saturation in this investigation arc discussed below.
Firstly, we can see how the saturation developed in relation to the time during
which-the selflibservations were being registered.

VLsrumbir 411newcatigorier per nl),.crvatitm week h)r all ,.ubiLLIN.Ln the ,,i.11obstry.tuni
studs' :

lo

2t)

A

t k 1 r 6 I
I I ,Ilwr up Int,. r% It \.1

Thu,, this anals-Ls...gives us reason to agree with-thiTsu-bjects in the experiment
who stated in the follow-up_in-tervue-W h the period of observation could have
been shorter. The last to o weeks, 5 and 6, together contributed one new cate-
t.;or. It is possible that 'a reg .cation period of 4 weeks would have been suffi-
cient. The category that would have been unregistered in that case is 1.7

(Length of course in relation to of training). The follow-up interview
produced the new categoq 2.5 (Sexual problems). J

\n analch of the information saturation has also been carried out so as to
shrive the extent :hich additional informahnn was received from teach-
ers in theoretical Ind practical subjects respectively.



Box $9 Numbcr nevi t ittOirie, per obsert anon week hir theoretical subjects

of rat

411

311.1-

20 1

111

i I i i i i

Vt. tek 1 2 3 4 3 6, ; I

1 I (Ohm up trim% it v.

The picture is roughl!, the came as for the analysis with`all the subjects parti-
cipating in the tr. periment: If the registrations had been stopped after 4 weeks,
4 categories would have remained unregistered, namely 1.7 (Length of course
in relation to level of training), 1.8 (Problems with temporary teachers), 2.7
(Political differences of opinion) and 4.2.3 (Accepting and placing trainees).
The follow-up interview produced 3 new categories: 2.5 (Sexual problems),
4.2.5 (Misplaced training goals) ..nd 4.2.6 (Coordination between County
Eniployment Board Center trainees:: Others). Categories 1.9 (Prdble
connected with the trainees' practice employment) and 4.2.2 (Trainees' train
grants) were,not covered by the material from the theoretical subjects.

Boy 20 Number of nevi categorics per observation week for practical subjects.

Nitr 01 tat

'1

Week

2/

I I ollovi up interitv.

4
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If the obseryatit;n period had been limited to 4 weeks, the category 4.1.2
(Queueing) would not have' been included. The follow-up Interview contri-
buted the categories 1 7 (Length of course in relation to level of,traming) and
2.3 (Mental problems): 2.5 (Sexual problems) was not covered by the material
from the practical subjects. Thus information saturation was reached somewhat
more quickly via the material from the practical subjects compared iii material
from tIvheoretical subjects. -

The analyses that have been presented here show that information satura-
non can be aid to set in after about 4 weeks. The last 2 weeks, 5 and 6, added
few pew categories to the material. If the length of the registration period had
been extended, it i;-possitile that one or two more categories would Have
appeared. The follow-up interview came to play a certain role for the abundance
of the information, partly because some of the questions introduced rae,w con-
ditions for the critical situations. ,

The number of respondents is naturally of some significance in this context.
It is possible that information saturation world have been reached sooner with
a larger ni, Tibet of subjects in the experiment. Time were several reasonswhy
so few responde is were used The small number made' it possible to reduce
the disturbance the work at the various centers to a reasonable level and the.
follow-up rviews could be carried out on suitable occasions with the re-
sources that are available to the project. When discussing information satura-
tion, one must continually try to maintain a balance between the resources,
moneywise and staffwise, that have been invested and the gain that this
investment gives in terms of.valuable information.

45
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3. Questionnaire for evaluation of situations

The third and last phase of the study consisted of an/assessment questionnairen
for nvre detailed discussion of this, see Alehammai, 1974. The purpose of the

questionnaire was that different groups of assessors should be given the oppor-
tunity to assess a number of typical tasks from different aspects in order to
extract the most important situations. ComOrisons could then also be made
between assessments from different groups And between registrations made by
assessors with different background data,(sex, age, etc.).

3.1. Selection of situations

It proved in practice to be impossible to include all 573 situations in the investi-
gation. The question is then how a representative sample-Is to be taken from the
material as asu hole. From a pureh statistical point of view, r-ndom sampling
is usually considered the most suitable method. One important argument
against simple random sampling is that small but from the training point of
view important areas can be unrepresented. Another approach is to compress
the entire material to a level of complexity that is decided by the number of sit-
uations that it is possible to have assessed. Thus by using ti-.s method, all the
data is coded. A further possibility is to dis, ide the questionnaire so that each
group of assessors only works with one part of it.

After the question had been discussed with experienced job-holders, a total
assessment time of a maximum of 90 minutes was decided upon. Even at this
earn stage the number of coding aspects must be decided, since otherwise it will
not be possible to calculate the number of situations that it will be possible to
get assessed. Following our earlier experience, it was decided to ese five, namely
occurrence, training need, time, present and future aspects. if one calculates
that each individual assessment takes 10 seconds and that reading through the
actual situation takes an equally long time, one situation would thereby re-
quire an assessment time of 1 minute. Allowing a certain amount of a safety
margin, it should be possible to deal with HO situations in the amount of time to
be allowed.

This decision w as followed by the follow ing discussion on the selection of the

situations.
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The categlization pattern contained 38 sub-categories of the first order,.
Each such category, should be represented. An equally large number, 38, was
selected in proportion to the number of basic,elements in the category., In th'
way it was dec\ided that :. ,e number of situations should be 76. The original si ..

tion descriptions were reformulated. The formulations of the situations ; .he

assessment questionnaire can be said to form a re-ca',gorization, so c the
level of complexity was placed between sub:categories' of the first Jer and
the level of the basic elements. The situations must be formulated in such a way
in the questionnaire that the coders easily understand what is being referred to.
The two job-holders who participated in the construction of the pattern have
been responsible for the formulation, together with the leader of the experi-
ment._ After the 76 situations had been gone thfough, 9 were ruled out as being
identical, while 2 situations were broken down into 4 more unambiguous for-
mulations. In this way the 69 situations that were included in the final version
of the questionnaire were obtained (Box 21).

Since in the original material the. self - observation data and interview data
had been expressed in the form of statements, this was retained in the assessment
questionnaire. The situations were numbered at random from 1 to 69,

3.2. Checking of selection

An attempt has been made to check the selection of the situations that were to
be included in the assessment questionnaires by giving the entire categorized
material, the 573 situations, to a third experie0ed LMT teacher. In order to
obtain a quantifiable measure of the agreement etween coder A and B, who
constructed the assessmeniquestionnaire, and the\ " Necker" C, the 76 situations
chthen by A and B before the reformulation were o Pared to a corresponding
selection made by C. The number of situations that s to be taken' from each
category by A, B and C is shown in i3ox 10. In 81.6% of the cases, C chose the
same situations as A and B. The coder agreement can be said to be acceptable
for our present purpose.

C
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Ho. 21 Distribution of the situ464ms selected for the assessmery questionnaire

Main cat

Sub-cat 1 1

Sub-cat 12

Sub-cat 1. 3

Sub-cat 14

Sub-cat. 1.5

Sub-cat. 1 6

Sub-cat 1

Sub-cat, 1,8

Sub-cat 19

Main at 2

Sub-cat 21

Sub-cat. 2 2

Sub-cat 2 3

Sub-cat 2 4

Sub-Cat

Sub-cat 2 6

Sub-cat 2 7

Sub-cat 2 8

Sub-cat. 2 9

Sub-cat 2 in
Sub -cot. 2,11

Sub-cat 212
Sub-cat 213
Sub-cat 2 14

Sub-cat 215

Main cat 3

Sub cat. 1,1

Sub-cat 1 2

Sub-cat 3 3

Main cat 4

Sub-cat 41

Sub-cat 4 2 1

Sub cat 4 3.2

Sub-cat 41 3
Sub-cat 41 4
Sub cal 4 1

Sub-cat, 4,2

Sub cat 4 2 1

Sub cat, 4,2,2

Sub cat 4 2 3

Sub cat 4 2,4

Sub cat 4 2

Sub cat 4 2 6

Professional difficulties 1261

I.ack of training in the trade concerned (3) 4

I ack of training in pedagogics and psychology (74
Continuous intake (2) td

Stud\ materials (4)

Lack of time (2)
Premises (2)

Length of course in relation to level of training (1)
Problems with temporary teachers (1)
Problems connected with the trainees' practice employment (4)

Difficulties connected with the trainees (261

Disciplinary problems (5)
Problems with alcohol and drugs (1}
Menta1problems (1}

Physical problems (1)

Sexual problems (I)
Social problems (2)

Political differences of opinion (1)
Low level of achievement (3)
V( Ric variation within the group (3)
Trainees who overestimate themselves (I)

Language difficulties (1)
Trainees absence from the training (2)
Trainees' need for leave of absence (1)

Advanced age (1)

Low motivation for training (2)

Difficulties in relationships 131

Teacher teacher "(1)

'readier trainee -(1)

"I mince trainee (1)

I

Organizational difficulties 1141

Special difficulties within the Center (6)
Technical problems concerning the timetable (1)
Queueing (1)
P.equiettion of material (I)
thefts (1)
Other, (2)
( ()ordination between ( mints nint Board Center trainee (8)
lack of information to trainees and teacher: (2)
Trainees training grants (1),
Acceptance and placing of r:inlets (1)
Placing trainees in employment (1)
Misplaced training.goals (2)
Others (1)



3.3. Aspects of evWustion

The orders wLe asked to assess each of the 69 difficult tasks, with the help of
seven-point scales, from the five aspects, occurrence, training need, time,
present significance and future significance (Box 11). A further reotration
possibility, "Cannot be assessed" was added in order to increase the reliability
of the assessments.

The five assessment aspects were considered to proyide indicators as to the
training needs of the tasks. In the very first phase of the data collection, the
actual technique, the critical incident method, meant that an assessment was
made by only difficult tasks being registered. Those situations that were felt by
the job-holders themselves to be ,difficult should presumably be emphasized
when training is being planned.

/
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Rex 22 Aspects in the ASSC,Inent questionnaire

This is a situation with which I have been faced oe cut re nee apt it

L 1 LI [

II I 2 1 4 5 6

Never Otien ( Anson hi ..e,sis.,ed

G#101fift l ou sin nsld ht ft Ass( hi AI. Ditto fou snur.rit 11,1%l iituallt bum faced with the situ.,

lion dtAcribed Put in tine of the n % en squares It sou consular chat it is ubeeelutel) tmpo.qhh. to

assess the situation trom the point of situ. of oecurrence, put \ in the square t annot he assessed

This situation cont for me with the experience Piing net ti
I now have tspeet

T T

L_ I 1,

41 i 2 4' 6

`so (.rc it t annot be isse se d

trainitig it lining
need meet

notson loo should here issess whither sou would h dealt %%oh the situation better if you .

that it .1.teylorrit imps issible to a es, into the point t ft. lining nod, put in the square
h id bccn gss(ri some term of trIning in In iste ring it Put in one of the squirts If sou consider

( innot assesstil

,
flowflow much nine (Mt, this ,:t

I
"op ri require Iii. aspect

r 1

_ i , :, _ r_ _1 [ _ 1

I,. I i 4 1 6

unit time.

t ingot bc 1,st ,,I.dNo 1 osig

( WNINent 1 oat should her ices. how much nine a n nigh stImattom the sit uaston requires in all

during %%Inking sear P t to one of the square. It sin, If insider that it is atiodade4 impossible

to assts the ',Mill if in from the pi not of s nu of time, put in the square . annot assessed

( onsulering the pr,seett orktng conditions of Pre se ns vino

P teachers, the hasr
ti 1 2 1 4 S 6

(nett annot be issesscd

Nignenc.int ,tgotticance

ommytte st on 414 Mid hen Assts. how signifnant sou 5ourselt tell the situation so be todas Put

In one I if the squares If sou consider this it is imposstbk to assess th situation from the

rutin! of 5 few of present significance, put in the square asst std

onside ring the futeerr working ii n.bunns of I WWI. aspect

1,M 1 tiac hers, does the situation halt

i

(1 I 2\ 11 armor In assessed

significance significance

',mown lin, should here. .1.0( s how ssisnific art sou think the situation will be in aboilt 19811

ec,,mtelertog the poilubk disc loran nt during the 19^1rNi Put in one of they squares, If you

think it is abler/welt ittipo,thle to the situatton from the point of view of the future, put in

the square. annot be assessed
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3.4. Assessprs

The assessors who participated in the assessment questiunnaire are presented
in Box 23,

Box 23, Subjects of experiment in assessment phase. ,

iCenter
'Furulund
Helstogbor

Malmo
I Rest of Sweden

1 ea chers

57

24

51

,
1 rilMt.t.s

It)

14

10

44

j

j

Administrators

7

6

8

44

Total 1

74

40

69

88

I Total 132 78
L

61 _ _ _ _ _ _ 271

The teachers are all teachers at the three centers with at least half a full
teaching job. The trainees from the centers in Malmohus county arc active on

;the Student Council and have been chosen from different sectors of the training.
The trainees from the centers in the rest of Sweden consist of one representative
from the Student Council of each of the 44 cedters. The administrators in'Mal-
mohus counts all hold administrative posts, such as headmaster, director of
of studies and training supervisor (subject leaders). The administrators from

`centers in the rest of Sweden are the headmaster or a substitute appointed by
him from each of the 44 centers. At the same time as they answered the question-,
naire, the teacher group also filled in a sheet with background data (age, sex,
education etc.).
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The continuous intake in I .NIT and the welfare clement in the teaching jobs are
assessed differently. These problems must also make it more difficult to
introduce temporary teachers to the work. When the assessor groups in Malmo-
hus county are compared, it is the students who arc most observant of the diffi-
culties faced by 'temporary teachers. It is possible that these difficulties have not
been noticed by teachers and administrators.

When Malmohus county and the rest of Sweden are compared, the assessors
from Malmohus county are consistently responsible for the high values, that
is to say they consider that the problems occur more often, require more train-.
ing, take up more time and are more significant today and in the future. This
regular tendency could possibly be explained by the fact that the centers in
Nialmohus county largely represent catchment areas of an urban nature.
Problems with continuous intake and welfare work could be accentuated in
such areas. Comparisons between teachers with different background data
shoo that teachers with theoretical training behind them feel the greatest need
for training related to problems caused by the continuous intake. The heteroge-
nein of the student groups can be more difficult to overcome in the theoretical
subjects. Another interpretation is that the earlier training these teachers have
had makes them more observant of the problems. It is only natural if teachers
without previous teacher training feel a need for training when faced with these
problems.

Comparisons were made between different assessor groups in the three
centers in Malmohus cojanty and between assessments from assessors in Malmo-

hus county and the other centers in the country. Comparisons were also made
between teachers with different background data. On the whole the result was
that few differences could be discerned. The difficult tasks were assessed simi-
larly. For these analyses, one - factorial ANOVA have been used throughout.
Discussion of the differences between groups is limited to a significance on a
5" level and to` > 0.05.



3.6. Connections between aspects

/co. 24. Connection. between

1 spccts

aspLct, (Spearman', rank correlation coefficient)

Situation,

( )cctim. no. 1 r.uninv, n.. d i une Present I'uturc

( ki.UrrenCe I) ;; 0 81 U "5 0.61

Ti uning nt 1;1 I) 6' 161 0 64

lane u81 16' 1 ^1 1t.4
Pr nt 0 -i ii 61 0.'1 il 88

2 I rt 1161 1164 0 64 188

Sub Latt.gora,.

wet t i. kcurri. lice Tr lining riLtL1 Time Pri..ent Future

Oecurrc ttQ 1141 :, 0 84 11;1 11.5^

jraining need 0 14.
ii 61 0658 (I 63

Time 0 84. 161 1'1 .161
Pri..enr 11'1 158 11 -'0 0 go

Future ll,i- 1..63 0 61 n 1,911

The connections between the assessments arc consistently high. The highest
value is shown in the connections between the present and future aspects.
There "is also a high level of agreement between the occuttence and time as-
pects, which is a result that could be expected. The above results could possibly
be interpreted as meaning that it would be enough to take one of the, aspects
marking frequency and duration and one of the aspects marking importance,
today and in the ftiture.. The training need aspect produces relatively low agree-.
went values'in relation Id the other aspects. High connections between the
assessment aspects indicate that in similar\ future investigations, a smaller num-
ber of the aspects used in this study would suffice. Because of the high connec-
tions between the occurrence and time aspects and between the present and
future aspects, only the occurrence, future and training need aspects will be
reported in this compressed.presentation.

3.7. Total means and rankings

The total means and ranking based on all the assessors from MalmOhus county
are given for three aspects. Rank 1 'stands for the situation that is most frequent,
most needs training and is most important for the future. The 61.1 assessed situa-
tions are presented placed in a category schedule (Boxes 17 and 21). The situa-
tions have been given the same numbers as in the questionnaire,
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The total means and rankings'for the aspects occurrence, training need and
future are presented below.

1
,

Occurrence-A Training need Future

Category and situation

1. PROFESSIONAL DIFICUI.-1 IFS

-r

56

1 1 Lack of training in trade
H 1 echnical de%clopments make

it necessary for the LMT
teachjto renew his exile,
rienee of the shop floor

16 Technical developments ne
cessitate further practical
training in the LMT
teacher's branch

33 Technical' developments nc-
cos:tate further theoretical
training in the LMT
teacher's branch

1.2 Lack of miming in pedagogics
and ps% chologv

1 Situations arise in the teach-
ing when the trainee is un;
occupied because of c g
lack of working material.

5, 1 he trainees become inactive
in subjects that di mot
interest them.

II 1 he theoretical contests are
difficult to esplain and to
"relate to reality

12. The 1,M1 teacher Wows e
too little about the student,

13 The, welfare side of the
I.MT teacher's work is
tending to increase

22 The I.MT teacher knows
too little about how the
1. MT organization w (irks

vale,

Total
mean.'"

Total
lank

Total
mean

Total
rank

Tom;
mean
_ _

Total
rank
_

3 37 19 3 63 4 ,4 55 3

,3 60 3 93 1 4 67 1

3 66 12 3.84 4.57 2

1.32 Mt 1.37 4Zi 3 58 37

i 44 16 2 82 10 390 23

161 56 2 31 17 3 62 36

2:1 38 2 66 13 3.95 20

3 26 21 3 14 5 4.20 It)

2 51 42 2 69 12 3 V 43



( ategort and situation

58 Vo,Ch1,10.gICell insight is a

necded, since the trainees Are

so different in age, social

situation etc

1 1 Continuous intake
19 The continuous intake aff,cts

the planning of lessons and

:he giving of lessons
56 1 he system of continuous

intake has been pushed too

tar

1 4 Study material
15, There is a lack of pro-

.mmed ste,dv material

es often occur in

.,erature, central tests,

working instructions etc
5- There is a lack of material

for demonstration,
61. There is a lack of

mechanical equipment

1 5 Lack of time
3 The rime needed for paper

work is tending to increase
55. There is too little time for

teacher and trainees to make

comae' in conversation

I 6 Premises
9 There is a lack of elassrOoms

at the Center

The premises are not suitable

as an environment for

) teaching

1 I rngth of course in relation to
Inel of training
52 1 he training period is too,

short to give the trainee the
abIiIts to function in the
labor market

1 8 Problems with temporary
teachers

25 Difficulties occur in intothic
ing temporare teachers to

the cork situation

occurrenee

1 otal Foul
mean 'rank

1 raining need

Total Total
,n an rank

Future

"lot al

mean

1 out
rank

4 42 2 3 "I 3 4 IS 5^

4 50 1 95 8 4 18 12

. 2 23 21 1 So 2'

3 14 2i 2 21) 22 3 61 35

2 03 18 111 4" 3 26 4-

2e)6 30 1 96 29 3 62 16

5; 58 196 .29 I 62 36

3141 1- 1 "1 39 .25

2 4 35 1 81 14 190 21

2.16 3(1 I I- 54 95 22

2 68 40 1,11 55 4 91 I'

1 25 24 2 19 21 1 r

2 42 14 1 1" i4 1 u, 51
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( te gore, and Ttlhttliin

2 ; c.c u.tl pr' bli
611 Seual dee tarn,n. occur

Among chi. trainee.,

2 CL probletn,
24 111t- once. hacc imam. ml

problem,
26, 'Framer:. ha% c daft( ultie,

Ith child-minding
2 P(Mtical difference, tit ,,pinion

( onflict. arise bee44. t

trainee, becau,c political
difference, of opimon

2 S I ou of achtee ement

42 I ov. Abdul. trainee, feel the
training to be le, v. orth
v. tide

41; 1 ler. intake of trainee, ith

too intellectual qualificanon,
ni tending to Inc rca,e

1 c66i int lou -milk.% mg trainee,
1 cannot ohtain ,ufticient help

in then'. etudie,

2') ide eariation unfurl the group
6 I he training, go d. Inc ct

too high in relation to the
rainee' h.t.cc edueAtion

29 the teaching ,nuanon te
mad( more difficult he
MAIM .-1t) mg

loon ledge
So 1 he Lomb:nation I )1. mm Lek

ne, in the Su dpli language
And loo b pin education
4ound in mane immigrant,
mike, them ummitilik tor
Ithor market training

2 111 frame( '110 OM cn.timite

the nna., e,

19 1 he trA,me tind, it (little ult
it rcali. that he the

tort eert on kind of
c,,i.itionAl tram mg

Iitturren(c I raining need I wilt('

local
me irr

n /0.

Total
rank

64

Total
mean

1)9-

Total
rank

(Ii

foul
mean

1 4"

Iotal
r ink

6ti

4 24 2 1 -6 r i 84 25

12- ),
1 21 51 1 43 42

1)",4 61 1 2' 4') 2.. 1 ;5

1 40 18 225 2)) i 4 25

2 ol it 1')ti 13 36" 32

3 M. 25 2 2 1 I H 1 94 21

2 16 46 2 10 26 3 64 14

4 9 1 9- 4.114 16

11; 64 14 264 14 412 14

2 ')2 3' 212 2; 40)
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( att. gor t and s)tuat

2 11 1 Anguagt ditto uffits
6+ flu ttat htng It mad( wort

difficult lit tht immigrants'
th tit:muck s in the Sur dish
langu

2 12 I -tintAis' absence trout tht

tr lining
I+ 1 high rat. of ahstnutisnt

arming the murices disrupt,
tht planned teaching
It is chtlicplt to chttk

hether a frame N absent,.
t did or not

2'1+ I rain« flied for Rate of abst net
Th, reasons get en bt train«,

tor kat t. of absene( art
difficult to clittk

2 14 Ad% anted Age .

Oldt.r train«, trt. handitapptd
2 15 I tm training motivation

18 I raining intuit at ion It ion
to tratntes who hat e Intl(
(flame of gtffing a !oh attt_ r
tht ormtnantin of tit( «furs

+I \hint anon for practical
training is lot; In trains es

ith high thtor( titAl
education

1)111( t I TITS IN
RI 1 11 IONSIIIP's

1 It at her ttachet
6; Ditlitultus totooptrtong

(tit howt.t.n tt,uhnrs
2 It athc r train«

1 11)itlicultits to cuoperattng
ci,,t luttatcn trainers and
ttatlit. r,

'Trainer truth
62 1)itliculties in cooperating

1 \1st lulu stn tratncts

60

hturrtntc 1 r.11f1111g nttd 1 kalif( ,

t t t a l Total 1,4,11 1 01 al 'Iota] Total
n u. an ran k man r.tr k man rank

4 22 i 2.91 1 1 +(1 6
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( at( gory And situation

4 OM, 1N1/, \ I ION
1)I1 I It I 1'I 14 ti

4 I 1 Technical problems tom-witty!
%Ida the timetable

( instant changes in the Nile
table make the I Nil.- teach-

ers work situation more
difficult

2 Queuetni,
2 large part of the tramus'

lunch break is spent

standing in a queue
4 1 3 Requisition of material

28 Requisition of material is
made more difficult by a
bureaucratic system

4 1,4 Thefts
69 Theft of property belonging

to thy ( enter occurs
4 1 Others

10, he teacher is forced to find
nme for certain tasks w hick
are not part of hislwr
routine, but %hua must he
done since the system does

not function.
30 Trainees must give up somee

of their time in order c g to
help build teaching stations

4 2 I Lack of information to trainee.,
and teachers

19 The Counts I mplot mem
Board gives the trainees
insufficient information
about labor market training

48 'the teacher is not informed
about serious deficiencies in

the trainees' physical and
'mental condition

2 2 Trainee..' training grants
68 Mistakes in the trannrg

grants cause irritation among

the trainees

( )(cum nye !raining liccd I uturt

Total Total I ot d I mai ' ot Total
ni in r ink mean rank mean rank

1 81,

I tit)

52

26

1 19

II 98

;1

=,-9

1 15

2 g-

5,81 10 1 -8 36 4 42 4

2'11 39 1,02 3 54 39

2 38 41 2,04) 28 3 86 24

1 35 59 9; 61 2 46 59

01 8 2 r 4,01 8

3 '4 11 2 I 1 24 111') 15

10 5 1 80 13 1 82 26
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mean rank
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Total
rank

IS
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(.....art for certain training
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The kt el of the total means for all the assessors in Malnuih us county is differ-
ent for the three aspects. The assessments arc highest in the future aspect and

low est in the training need aspect. Situations that haNe relatis ely high values in
all three of the aspects reported concern the need-for further training for the
I MT teachers because of the rapid technical development, the welfare clement
in the Jobs, heterogeneity in the student groups, the continuous intake and Ian

gnaw; difficulties. Situations with relatively low values in the three aspects con-
cern mainly problems of relationships and disciplinary problems, which are
obviouslt handled with little difficult%

3.8. The most important situations

'1 he total means in the three aspects ism transfc rred to i points, The situa-
tions were then ranked in accordance w nth the sum of standard points Bus 25
presents the ten most highly ranked situations.



Bs*. 'I be tin situation, %AIM the highest rankings

Situatdln

Sts Ps%chological insight is needed, ince. the trainees

are so different in age, social situation etc
16 Technical developments necessitate further

practical training in the I..MT teacher's branch
31 Technical developments necessitate further

theoretical training in the 1 MT teacher's brinch
ti Technical developments mean that the 1..N11 teacher

needs to renew his experience of the shop floor

39 Contmouous intake affects the planning of lessons
and giving of lessons

63 The teaching is made more difficult 1)% the

immigrant.' deficiencies in the Swedish language
29 teaching situation is made more difficult be

the trainees' k aring basic knowledge.
13 The welfare side of the I NIT teacher's ee ork is

tending to Increase.

21 The chances of finding employment for trainees
ith little proliciencv arc small

19 1 he founts i.mplovment Board g, es the tiainees
Insufficient information about lain), wirket training

In The combination of weakness in the Swedish
language and low basic education found in marts
immigrants make, them unsuitable for labor
market training.

(.etegore

12

Sum of

tandard
points

5,4

5,1

Ranking

1

1 1 S,ii

1 1 i 4,3 i 4

1 "1 4,2

2.11 4,1i I 6

29 3,3

1 2 2,9

4 2 4 I 2,8

4 2 1 2,6

1,9 2,6 Iii

It is obvious that the teachers in LMT are in need of some form of recurrent
training to enable them to keep up with the rapid advance of technology.
Another great problem is the heterogeneity of the student population, which
in combination with the continuous intake and the language difficulties of the
immigrants demands special measures. The difficulties that many of the
trainees have in their private lives lead to the teachers in I ,MT having to take
on the role of social worker, a role for which mans' of the teachers arc not pre.
pared Pureb, organivational problems, such as the difficLity of finding em-
plot merit for trainees with low proficiency after the completion of the training
and the deficient information from the County Emplo} ment Hoard to the
trainees, have noticeable repercussions on the work of the I All' teachers.
Box 26 shows the five situations with the low-est rankings.
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Box 215 I ht. fist sititati ni, with the lossc,t rankings

Situation

Sum of
standard

( att. gots points Ranking

58 'frainees dclibcrattl% disturb the teaching and
discipline at work-

2I 45

' (.011111Ct% arise buss een train( t s because ut

political difference, of opinion
r e.. h eating occurs

'7

21

4,6

41

Tratnecs must give up some of their time in
order r g to help build teaching stations

4 1 5 i
S,1

Sexual des moon, occur motif; the trainees 2 5 49

According to the assessors, the disciplinary situation LMT is good, as is
the cooperation between the groups of job-holders.

lYl



4. Summary and discussion

The aim of the studs has been to make an inventor, of problems that teachers
in LMT meet in their lobs. This inventory would then provide a basis for future
training.,

The methods for data collection used have been a modified form of the crit-
ical incident technique, interview and questionnaire 149 teachers, 78 students
and 61 administ.ltors from within I.MT- have participated in the. investiga-
turns during different periods. The project, which was conducted during the
school year 1972/73, can be divided into three main phases (Box 12).

The first phase, which occurred during the autumn of 1972, consisted of a
data collection using a critical incident diary, in which the subjects were to
note each day for six v.ecies that day's most difficult task. A follow-up inter-
view was held with all those who had kept such a diary.

Phase two consisted of a content analysis of the collected material. Ex-
perienced IN'rteachers were asked to contribute expert advice in the construc-
tun of a categorizing schedule and the sorting of units into the schedule, An
analysis was also made of information saturation.

The third phase consisted of an assessment of the collected data. An assess-
ment questionnaire was constructed, using material from the diary phase as a
basis. Experienced LMT teachers were employed for the construction work-,
which was also checked. Teachers, students and administrators in LMT were
selected to assess the material in the questionnaire from five aspects occur-
rence, training need, time, present and future.

As can be seen, an effort has been made to maintain a close field contact
throughout entire study. This facilitates communication between researchers
and consumers.,

Analyses have been made of differences between the different coder groups
in the aspects named above, In the majority of the assessments, no differences
could be ascertained. The aspect that showed most differences was training
need. In this aspect analyses have been made concerning differences between
l.MT teachers with different background variables. On the whole the coders
access the data in a similar way. The background variable that produces most
differences is the teachers' professional training. The problem situations that
receive high values in all aspects deal with the lack of training in one's own
branch to keep up with the rapid technical development, the welfare element in
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the jobs of I MT teachers and the heterogeneous student groups. The differences
between the trainees in the groups are intensified by the system of continuous
intake and by the immigrants' deficiencies in the Swedish language. The situa-
tions that are presented in Bo. 25 can be said to have a particular need for trair
mg.

The problem situations that get low values (Box 26) in all aspects mainly con-
cern difficulties in relationships between different groups and individuals
with the 1.MT organization,

When comparing the level of the assessments in the different aspects, one
often finds high values in the occurrence and future aspects, but low values for
the same tasks in the training need aspect The difficult situations are considered
ficqucnt and important but not to require training. The difference of level in
the scales, between the.: aspects can be explained, however. It must be much
easier for the coders to say how frequent and important a problem situation is
than to estimate the need for training. Experienced educational planners would
probabl find it easier to see the connection between the situation and the train-
ing required.

Although the training need aspect has an important place in this study, our
aim has been to make the other aspects equally important when Judging how
urgent the need for training is in the various situations. It should also be re-
membered that onE difficult situations have been collected. These are in them-
selves interesting from a training point of view.

The inventory and the analysis of difficult tasks faced by LMTteachers in their
lobs that have been presented in this study should be of use as a starting point
when basic training and further training for teachers in LMT are being planned.
The task force "Investigation and proposals concerning the training and appoint-
ment of teachers in labor market training" (AMU/I, 1970) has in its report
discussed problems that are closely connected with those discussed in this study.
Since the t^.,k force has not worked with empirically collected data, the results
obtained in the present report could possibly provide a basis for necessary de-
cisions. The committee for reviewing I Arr (KA which started work in
l9'2 and is to produce its findings in 1979, should also be able to obtain rele-
vant i iformation from this account. It would be conceivable to use the collect-
ed and assessed material as a basis for planning training for LMT teachers.
Such training could be included as part of the regular training of vocational
teachers in the technical' vocational courses (TVC) at the Schools of F;ducation
and should then he regarded as basic training. It should also be possible to
use certain parts of that training section as in-service training for active EMT
teachers,
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